Special Forces and ordinary Armed Forces in a number of countries, use our system with both sniper rifles and anti material rifles in for example cal .30, .338, .50 (see attached References). Some nations have also deployed our highly moveable system to for example Iraq and Afghanistan in order to maintain effective training during the active missions.

Special Forces in your country may contact the Norwegian Special Forces for references, but we are not allowed to give you any point of contact.

However, in other parts of the Norwegian Armed Forces it`s not that top secret;

Sniper Instructor Captain Ole Terje Sannes is an excellent reference. At Camp Heistadmoen, where he is located, a number of "Sniper Solutions" have been installed a couple of years ago. They are now able to train the snipers at the following shooting distances; 100m-300m, 400m, 500m, 600m, 800m, 1000m, 1200m with all calibres up to and including .50 (12.7mm).

In addition to these "permanent" shooting distances, they can easily vary the shooting distances, because the monitor and pelicase at the firing line are highly moveable and simple to move around in the shooting field. There is no need for calibration.

Captain Ole Terje Sannes can be contacted at;

Phone: +47 92811960
E-mail: osannes@mil.no